
 

Exuma & Eleuthera exploration 

1 Periwinkle Reef This is a shallow patch reef that is teaming with fish. The local Nassau operators feed fish 
here, so sergeant majors and angelfish will approach scuba divers looking for a handout. 

 Lost Blue 
Hole  –  

The rim of this large blue hole lies in 40′ of water surrounded by coral heads, sting rays and 
many schools of fish. There is a lobster filled crevice at 80′. In the sand surrounding the hole, 
divers will find many small fish such as banded jawfish, Seminole gobies and tobacco fish. 
There are usually 1 or 2 nurse sharks here and during the late spring/early summer a large 
school of blacknose sharks inhabits the bottom of the 200′ hole. This site is normally visited 
on the way to or from the Exumas. This is the location of the Caribbean’s first lionfish sighting 

 Amberjack 
Reef 

A 50′ patch reef that has prolific fish life. You will see reef sharks and large grouper. This dive 
also has many interesting small critters such as pirate blennies and garden eels. Back on the 
hang bar scuba divers will be surrounded by a school of 100+ horse-eye jack that hang out 
underneath the Phoenix. 

 Austin Smith 
Wreck 

A 90′ Bahamian Defense Force Cutter that sank in 1995 while being towed to San Salvador 
to be sunk there as a dive site. Their misfortune was our gain. This intact wreck lies in 60′ of 
water. 

 Cathedral  This site is part of the Dog Rocks Reef. This reef starts at 35′ and slopes off to 50′ before 
dropping straight down into the Exuma Sound. The Cathedral is a large swim-thru where the 
light filters down from above reflecting off the thousands of silversides that occupy the swim-
thru. This swim thru has many grouper and jacks that come to feed on the silversides. If you 
like to identify fish, you will marvel at the large variety of fish. The wall has large stands of 
black coral and orange elephant ear and tube sponges. Pelagic, eagle rays and sharks are 

frequently seen off the wall. 

 Jeep Reef This is one of the prettiest reefs you will ever see. The strong current that 
sweeps through this cut keeps the reef’s corals very healthy. This dive can only be done at 
slack tide because of the strong currents. It is in the middle of the Exumas Land & Sea Park, 
so you will find a very healthy population of fish. This dive site gets its name from a coral 
encrusted jeep that sits near the mooring. 

 Pillar Wall One of many excellent wall dives. It starts at 30′ and slopes to 50′ before dropping 5,000′ to 
the bottom. There are many caves and crevices. There is a large colony of yellow-head 
jawfish in the rubble inside the reef. 

 The Washing 
Machine 

The strong incoming tide of up to 6 mph takes scuba divers thru a narrow cut where water 
drops off a ledge and then makes a sharp bend to the left. This causes the water to swirl like 
the water in a washing machine. This swirling water will toss scuba divers head over heels. 
Scuba divers who wish to avoid being tossed around can stay to the right where you will 
have a smooth fast trip through the cut. After passing through the cut you will then glide over 
a large patch reef. Enjoy the ride! 

 Whale Tail Wall A great wall just south of Wax Cut. Large parrotfish roam the sand inside the reef while 
sharks & eagle rays are frequently seen off the wall. We have had some very unusual 
sightings here like a Caribbean torpedo, one of only 4 sighting of this very rare ray. 

 Hole in the Wall The walls in Southwest Eleuthera are some of the most abrupt & beautiful anywhere, literally 
going straight down. At this site there is a hole just inside the edge of the wall that drops 15′ 
with a swim-thru that heads west before popping out of the wall. 

 Jake’s Hole This tidal blue hole lies in 20′ of water. The highlight of this dive is the vibrant corals 
surrounding the hole. Because it is very tidal, scuba divers aren’t permitted to enter the hole. 

 Monolith Monolith – Large mounds of coral rise out of the sand at the edge of the wall. They start at 
100′ and rise to 55′. There is a colony of Garden Eels in the sand next to the mounds. 

 HIGHLIGHTS  Explore the Exuma Cays, Eleutherea, Bahamas on this  5 star catamaran 

 250 dive sites, walls, drift, wrecks, caves and blue holes  



 Visit Pig Beach to see the swimming wild pigs (weather dependent) 

 Dive from spacious skiffs, 19 dives per trip 

 Lounge area and shaded sun deck 

 Highly trained & experienced crew 

 Non divers always welcome 

 Introduction to diving and courses available 

  Start: 

Every Saturday 08.00-11.00 

Debarkation Friday 09.00 

Included 

 In VAT 
 Food, snacks, coffee, tea, juice 
 Skipper & mariner on board 
 Cleaning & toiletries 
 Divemaster on board 
 Dives (no extra charge for dives per day) 
 Tanks, weights, and belts 

NOT Included 

 Flights 
 Gratuities 
 Transfers 
 Park fee 135 USD per person 
 Rental Equipment (not available at this location) 

 



  

 

 


